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Abstract. Service-oriented System engineering (SOSE) and traditional
software engineering mainly differ for their focus and aims. These dif-
ferences are reflected by a number of aspects peculiar to SOSE (service
aspects). In this paper we specifically discuss three service aspects: the
relevance of cross-organizational collaboration, increased importance of
the identification of stakeholders, and the need for increased effort at
run-/change time. We argue that SOSE methodologies provide better
guidance on their application when service aspects are emphasized in
associated process models. By highlighting the three service aspects in a
process model of the methodology defined in a large European project,
we show specifically how each aspect provides guidance for engineering
service-oriented systems in practice.

Keywords: Service-oriented system engineering, SOSE methodology,
Process model, Service aspects.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented systems are constructed by integrating heterogeneous services
that are developed using various programming languages and running on hetero-
geneous operating systems from a range of service providers [1]. The engineering
of such systems is different from Traditional Software Engineering (TSE) in that:
the focus is shifted from engineering applications to developing compositions of
services; the control of services is passed from their users to other owners (i.e.
users of services do not have the control of them), and the aims are not only to
satisfy required functionality and quality (e.g. performance, security, maintain-
ability) but also to have the ability of adapting to ever-changing requirements
(e.g. flexibility, dynamicity).

Many SOSE methodologies have been proposed in both academia and industry
aiming at providing approaches, methods and (sometimes) tools for researchers
and practitioners to engineer service-oriented systems (see for instance [2]). How-
ever, without being fully understood, a methodology is less valuable no matter
how perfect it is. This is particularly relevant to SOSE methodologies as they are
more complex than TSE ones, having to deal with new challenges while keep-
ing the principles of TSE. The additional complexity results mainly from open
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world assumptions, co-existence of many stakeholders with conflicting require-
ments and the demand of adaptable systems [3].

To improve the understandability of a methodology and its guidance, software
development process models (describing what activities a development process
consists of and how they should be performed) have been often used since they
visualize the development process proposed by the methodology. The role of
process models is clearly identified in a survey [4] of leading model-based system
engineering methodologies, conducted by the INCOSE1 community.

The service engineering community has realized that traditional software
process modeling techniques are no longer directly applicable or adaptable in
SOSE [5]. To overcome the mismatch between traditional software process mod-
els and SOSE, a number of service life cycle models have been proposed by both
industry and academia (e.g. [6,5,2,7]). However, none of the proposed models
has either reached a sufficient level of maturity or been able to fully express the
aspects that are peculiar to SOSE. Besides different names on the phases and
on the stakeholders, one might wonder what the real difference between these
models and many well defined and experimented TSE approaches is.

Service aspects are issues that are specifically relevant to SOSE. These as-
pects reveal the core distinctions between the service-oriented paradigm and the
traditional ones (e.g., component-based paradigm). Accordingly, the implication
of service aspects should be explicitly expressed in SOSE process models. For
instance, due to the dynamic nature of service-oriented systems, service arti-
facts (e.g. service specifications, service level agreements) are often generated
on the fly and used dynamically, whereas artifacts in TSE (e.g. requirements
specifications) are produced in a more static way, often within one single orga-
nization. Furthermore, service artifacts like service specifications are no longer
limited to local use; rather, they can be published, discovered and reused across
various SOSE projects [8] and activities scattered across multiple enterprises.
As a result, SOSE pays particular attention to the way loosely related activities
contribute to cross-organizational collaboration. Therefore, we argue that cross-
organizational collaboration should be specifically expressed in SOSE process
models to improve the guidance of applying SOSE methodologies.

In our previous work [7] we identified three service aspects that are crucial to
the SOSE development process, namely a) the relevance of cross-organizational
collaboration, b) the importance of the identification of stakeholders, and c) the
need for more effort at run- and change time. We also defined a stakeholder-
driven approach that illustrates such service aspects in a SOSE process model
developed from the literature.

Here we further build upon the previous work. In particular, we refine and
detail the service aspects and stress the necessity of expressing them in a SOSE
process model. With the aim of validating the service aspects and their rele-
vance to SOSE, we modeled the methodology developed and used in the SeCSE2

European project. This has allowed us to: 1) build on concrete examples that

1 www.incose.org/
2 www.secse-project.eu
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emphasize the relevance of the service aspects, and 2) show the applicability of
the approach in practice. The results of this case study show that, by empha-
sizing service aspects in a SOSE process model, attention is naturally brought
to those parts of the process model that are different as compared to TSE. The
benefit is that guidance for applying a certain SOSE methodology is improved,
and better service engineering management strategies can be put in place.

This work does not intend to propose a set of particular graphical notations
for the purpose of modeling the SOSE development process. Instead, we intend
to highlight what should be expressed in a SOSE process model. The graphical
patterns (and associated notations) used in this paper illustrate one possible way
of describing the service aspects expressively in a concrete SOSE process model.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain
the relevance of the service aspects to SOSE. In Section 3, we present the case
study that we carried out and highlight the relevance of the three service aspects
to the SeCSE methodology. Related work on the topic of SOSE process models
is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Service Aspects

The fundamental change in developing service-oriented systems as opposed to
traditional software systems is that software is delivered as a service. As such,
users pay for and use services instead of buying and owning software. Conse-
quently, users do not have the control of services, which are owned and controlled
by service providers instead. These changes are reflected by three service aspects
identified in [7]. In this section, we refine and detail these service aspects and
stress the necessity of expressing them in a SOSE process model.

2.1 The Relevance of Cross-Organizational Collaboration

The focus of SOSE is shifted from applications to services that are collabora-
tively developed by multiple SOA roles [9,10], such as service consumer, service
provider, service broker. During the development process, activities like speci-
fication&modeling, design, implementation, testing, operation and maintenance
are all required to be performed in a collaborative manner [11].

For instance, service-oriented systems are built through discovering and com-
posing existing services from multiple service providers rather than coding as in
TSE. Consequently, the processes of discovering, selecting, composing services
require continuous interaction (or collaboration) between the participating roles
through the service development life cycle. Hence, collaboration between partic-
ipating roles becomes explicit and critical in that it enters the details of a SOSE
process that is now scattered across multiple roles. This makes their relationship
tighter but also demanding clearer governance and agreements.

What makes it more critical is that these roles are often distributed in multi-
ple departments or organizations. In this case, interactions between development
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activities associated with multiple business roles demand for collaboration be-
tween multiple organizations. We call this type of collaboration, which crosses
the boundaries of the domain of each role, cross-organizational collaboration.

In TSE, and especially in concurrent software development, component-based
software development, or outsourcing, cross-organizational collaboration also oc-
curs when one organization delegates a set of tasks to the other organization(s).
The main difference is that in TSE the first organization only concerns how
software is developed internally, but not how delegated tasks are carried out
externally. Consequently, only the results of the delegated tasks are of impor-
tance to the development process of the first organization. As a result, the cross-
organizational collaboration is a purely buying (outsourcer) and selling (supplier)
relationship, and its details are hidden from the perspective of the development
process of the first organization. In SOSE, instead, the collaborative roles coexist
in a service-oriented system rather than having an active-passive relationship.
Detailed examples of the way in which coexisting roles collaborate are further
discussed in Section 3.2.

When collaboration crosses the boundaries of each organization, barriers (e.g.,
conceptual, technological barriers, and organizational barriers) to enterprise in-
teroperability often obstruct the effectiveness of collaboration. Since collabora-
tion between multiple roles becomes part of the SOSE process, it is of great
importance to highlight this collaboration in a SOSE process model. When the
collaboration becomes explicit and clear, the need for corresponding agreements
or contracts becomes evident. Consequently, appropriate governance can be ap-
plied. As such, barriers to enterprise interoperability can be reduced.

2.2 Increased Importance of the Identification of Stakeholders

A stakeholder can be defined as a person, group or organization playing a well
defined role (or roles) in a SOSE methodology. Since cross-organizational col-
laboration becomes more critical in SOSE, the importance of clearly identifying
stakeholders increases accordingly. If stakeholders are identified at a too coarse
granularity, the represented interaction remains not fully specified. This leads
to unclear responsibilities among collaborating enterprises and thus decrease in
trust and possibly in success. Because the level of details matters, the identifica-
tion of stakeholders directly determines the level of detail expressed in a SOSE
process model.

The decision on whether a role should be identified as a separate stakeholder
in a SOSE process model depends on what type of interactions the model in-
tends to represent. For instance, if a SOSE development approach intends to
emphasize or elaborate on how service monitoring is provided, accordingly, ser-
vice monitor could be selected as a stakeholder in a SOSE process model. As
such, it offers the possibility to explicitly associate monitoring-related activities
with the service monitor and to explicitly describe the interaction between the
service monitor and other stakeholders. Of course, if service monitoring is not
the main focus, then it is not necessary to select it as a separate stakeholder since
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the detailed interaction between a service monitor and the other stakeholders is
not of interest.

As a general rule, if service monitoring (or any other activity) is performed by
an independent third party, the corresponding role should better be identified as
a separate stakeholder because it stands for an external organization. As such,
it offers the possibility to explicitly express the responsibilities across different
business domains.

The importance of the identification of stakeholders in SOSE process models
also lies in the fact that stakeholders in the SOSE development process do not
always assume the same roles as in TSE. For instance, in general a software
developer is responsible for coding or implementing software applications, while
in SOSE a service developer could be responsible also for composing existing
services, depending on specific methodologies. Without specifically associating
SOSE activities to stakeholders, one is not able to visualize the corresponding
responsibilities as one would do in TSE.

In summary, identifying stakeholders with the appropriate level of detail in
a SOSE development approach facilitates the establishment of a corresponding
SOSE process model describing associated activities and their interactions at an
appropriate level of abstraction.

2.3 The Need for Increased Effort at Run-/Change Time

In TSE, the main goal is to develop high quality applications that meet the
requirements of the end users. Consequently, most of the effort is dedicated to
design (collecting requirements, design, and implementation) and change time
(maintenance). Runtime activities are hardly addressed if not in specific do-
mains. Furthermore, change time activities are often performed off line (either
with or without execution interruption).

Different than TSE, the main goal of SOSE is not only to deliver high quality
but also agile and robust services which are able to meet the ever-changing
business requirements. Consequently, much more development effort is shifting
from design time to run-/change time. For instance, components identification is
often performed at design time in TSE; the SOSE equivalent activity is service
discovery, which is encouraged to be performed at runtime and it is regarded as
one of the major challenges in the SOSE field.

As discussed in Section 4, most existing SOSE process models do fail in em-
phasizing this shift. By explicitly modeling the two stages, a process model can
visualize the amount of activities shifted to run-/change time, hence providing
useful inputs to resource allocation.

3 Applying Service Aspects to a Concrete Methodology

With the aim of gaining insight in the extent to which the modeling of the three
service aspects improve the guidance of a SOSE development approach, we mod-
eled them in a concrete and practical context, i.e. the SeCSE methodology [12].
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In this section, we first introduce the SeCSE methodology and present its
process model (with the three service aspects being highlighted), followed by a
discussion of how each service aspect both emphasizes the characteristics of the
SeCSE methodology itself and facilitates better SOSE guidance.

3.1 The SeCSE Methodology

The SeCSE project is a EU-funded project. Its goal was to investigate meth-
ods, techniques and tools to develop and manage service-oriented systems in an
effective way. A large number of academic and industrial partners have been col-
laborating in this project. As a consequence, the resulting SeCSE methodology
has both theoretical and practical value.

The SeCSE methodology describes the main development activities and tools
that have been adopted by the SeCSE project. It provides ways to create service
compositions where component services are discovered at runtime either on the
basis of the context of usage or when a certain service fails. This focus on runtime
is one step forward towards the third generation service-oriented systems [13].

Although service discovery is regarded as one of the major activities in de-
veloping service-oriented systems, and even though techniques already exist to
support service discovery, in practice service discovery is hardly adopted. Nowa-
days, most enterprises focus on migrating legacy systems to service-oriented
systems and implementing new services rather than discovering services from a
registry (as service-oriented systems are supposed to do). In the SeCSE project,
service discovery is not only addressed by the SeCSE methodology, but also ex-
perimented in the consortium. As an advanced and relatively mature approach,
the SeCSE methodology is a good candidate to be selected as the case study in
this work to analyze the service aspects addressed by it.

Moreover, the design of the SeCSE methodology does not specifically or con-
sciously take our three service aspects into consideration. This provides us the
possibility to take the SeCSE methodology as such and model the service as-
pects addressed by the methodology. Comparing to the original process model
illustrated in the documentation of the SeCSE methodology, the SeCSE process
model proposed in this work provides better guidance for its users.

3.2 The SOSE Process Model for the SeCSE Methodology

By focusing on service aspects, our main objective is to discuss what has to be
modeled rather than how to model. For illustration purposes, we use BPMN3

as process modeling notation to be used to communicate a methodology to its
users. This is expressive enough to represent the various inter-dependencies and
multiple stakeholders involved in the SeCSE development process.

For the purpose of modeling the service aspects of the SeCSE methodology,
we illustrated the SeCSE development process by means of a process model. The
decisions and assumptions that we have made to construct the SeCSE process

3 www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/
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model were verified with the SeCSE experts to check for correspondence of the
model to the methodology. This analysis has also helped to elicit information that
were missing or left implicit in the methodology document. After the verification
from the SeCSE experts, we were able to refine and finalize the model4.

The resulting model is given in Fig. 1. In this model, we specifically modeled
the stakeholders identified in the SeCSE methodology to highlight the increased
importance of the identification of stakeholders; we specifically modeled their
associated activities and inter-dependencies to highlight the cross-organizational
collaboration. The increased effort at run-/change time becomes obvious in the
model since we separated them from the design time effort.

For each service aspect we first explain its associated graphical pattern in a
SOSE process model in general; and then we discuss how the SeCSE methodology
addresses the service aspect by observing the SeCSE process model against the
graphical pattern.

The Relevance of Cross-Organizational Collaboration. Fig. 2 graphically
illustrates the cross-organizational collaboration (COC) service aspect. The left-
hand side of the figure shows three collaboration types (COC patterns): peer
activities group, main-sub activities and distributed activities. These patterns
are exemplified in the right-hand side of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Service aspect: cross-organizational collaboration (COC)

– The peer activities group models same activities carried out in parallel
across multiple partner enterprises. For instance, service negotiation can be
carried out by a service provider and a service consumer with the common
objective of reaching the agreement of service provision and consumption.

– The main-sub activities model the same activities carried out partially
by one partner enterprise and completed by another. For instance, a service
consumer may perform the user-centric part of a requirement engineering
activity that the service provider is mainly responsible for.

– The distributed activities model inter-dependent activities carried out
across multiple partner enterprises. For instance, design time service discov-
ery can be carried out by a service developer and composition design can be
carried out by a system builder. The former provides input (such as discov-
ered candidate services) to the latter; the latter might also provide feedback

4 Due to the limited space, the design of the case study itself is not described in detail.
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to the former when different design decisions are taken, possibly requiring
different service candidates.

By observing the SeCSE process model (shown in Fig. 1) against the three COC
patterns defined in Fig. 2, the attention is brought to specific types of cross-
organizational collaboration.

– Peer activities group: Service negotiation occurs twice in the SeCSE de-
velopment process. One is carried out by a service provider and a service
consumer; another is carried out by a system builder and a service provider.
By nature, each service negotiation must be performed in parallel by both
its stakeholders as peers. The results of the collaborations (indicated by the
data objects attached to the peers) are SLAs. Different from TSE where
contracts are often established after software is built, SLAs in SOSE often
precede final service products (service composition in the case of the SeCSE
methodology). These SLAs are also potentially useful to other activities such
as service monitoring.

– Main-sub activities: Service centric architecture and composition design are
carried out by a system builder and service provider in a cooperative manner.
A system builder has the main responsibility for this activity, whereas a
service provider focuses only on a subset of its tasks. For instance, the service
provider might work on the definition of the list of possible candidate services
to be used at runtime; while the system builder is responsible for the overall
service composition design. In this way, the subtasks that the service provider
takes are of competence of the system builder.

Service specifications are modeled as three activities with related service
specification as data objects. They are carried out by a service developer,
system builder and service provider independently but on related artifacts.
In general, a service developer creates service specifications for a component
service, which influences a composite service carried out by a system builder.
The system builder has to make sure that the QoS characteristics defined in
the specification of the component services are compatible with those of the
composite service. When a service composition or a single service is deployed,
the service provider may add information to the corresponding specification
known at deployment time.

– Distributed activities: Service centric architecture and composition design
is carried out by a system builder at design time and binding and re-binding is
carried out by a service provider at run-/change time. Cross-organizational
collaboration occurs when new substituting services are discovered at run
time (e.g., due to a new requirement) and service composition needs to up-
date its bindings to accommodate the change.

Only when the collaboration is explicitly captured, the stakeholders of service-
oriented systems can gain insight on the impact between their own responsibili-
ties and the others’. Each stakeholder has a clearer view on at what time (“when”)
which activity (“what”) has to be carried out in cooperation with which stake-
holder (“who”) and in which manner (“how”). In the SOSE development process,
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external enterprises often continuously play important roles throughout the ser-
vice life cycle. By looking for the cross-organizational collaboration patterns in
a service process model, enterprises are brought to focus on the points needing
strategic business agreements that should regulate such tight collaboration.

Increased Importance of the Identification of Stakeholders. Fig. 3 graphi-
cally represents the stakeholders pattern (and an example), which makes the stake-
holders in a SOSE process model explicit. By observing the SeCSE process model
(shown in Fig. 1) against this stakeholder pattern, we can see that the SeCSE
methodology involves mainly four stakeholders, namely: service developer, system
builder, service provider and service consumer). These stakeholders, potentially rep-
resenting partner enterprises, play common SOA roles from the perspective of ser-
vice implementation, integration provision, and consumption.

Explicitly modeling the identified stakeholders improves the guidance of the
SeCSE methodology as follows. Firstly, by placing the SOSE activities in the
corresponding swimlanes, the SeCSE process model naturally shows the respon-
sibilities and collaborations of and among stakeholders. This is especially crucial
in SOSE where cross-organizational collaboration occurs in almost all activities.
In this way, the business dependencies requiring contractual/SLA agreements
are made explicit, and project managers can better plan the allocation of de-
velopment activities based on the skills and responsibilities of the internal and
external stakeholders.

Secondly, service composition centered characteristic of the SeCSE method-
ology is well captured by the SeCSE process model when identified stakeholders
are explicitly modeled. Fig. 1 shows that most of the development activities
are associated to the system builder and the service provider (stakeholders that
carry out service composition activities). Furthermore, the model shows that the
system builder and the service provider are tightly linked; the service developer
and the service consumer are instead loosely linked. Due to focus of service com-
position, the service consumer in the SeCSE process model is considered as the
consumer of composite services, rather than the consumer of component services.
Therefore, the service consumer does not have direct interaction with the service
developer, and the system builder must cooperate with the service provider in
multiple activities. In this way, the SeCSE process model very well captures the
fact that service composition is the main focus of the SeCSE methodology and
consequently provides better guidance in that the stakeholders are able to gain
better understanding of the focus of the (SeCSE) methodology.

Fig. 3. Service aspect: increased importance of the identification of stakeholders
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The Need for Increased Effort at Run-/Change Time. Our approach of
separating the design and run-/change time activities in a SOSE process model
is presented in Fig 4, where the left-hand side of the figure shows the 2-stages
pattern, exemplified in the right-hand side of the figure. In this example, it is
visually evident that service design is carried out at design time; while service
discovery is performed at run-/change time.

Fig. 4. Service aspect: increased effort at run-/change time (2-Stages)

By observing the SeCSE process model (shown in Fig. 1) against the 2-stages
pattern defined in Fig. 4, we are now able to easily distinguish the design time
activities (falling in the left-hand side of the figure) from the run-/change time
activities (in the shadowed area at the right-hand side of the figure). Conse-
quently, the guidance for applying the SeCSE methodology is improved in that
the process model shows its support for adaptation, service composition and
facilitates critical project plan decisions.

Firstly, we notice that about one third of the development effort is dedicated
to run-/change time activities. In particular, runtime service discovery and ser-
vice negotiation are supported by the SeCSE methodology with the objective
of increasing the adaptability and agility of resulting systems to meet on-the-
fly requirements. Thereby, related activities such as runtime service monitoring,
recovery management, and binding and re-binding are also in place.

Secondly, we notice that the development effort dedicated to run-/change
time activities is not evenly distributed among the stakeholders in the SeCSE
methodology. Instead, the service provider carries out most of the run-/change
time activities; while the system builder and service developer do not perform
run-/change time activities at all. We have discussed in Section 3.2 that the
roles of system builder and service provider are extensively developed due to
the service composition centered approach. The process model illustrates and
emphasizes further the separation of design and run-/change time activities: the
system builder focuses on the design of service compositions; while the service
provider focuses on the provision of service compositions.

Thirdly, knowing which activities are executed at which stage is also crucial
in SOSE. Project managers should be able to adjust project plans based on
the criticality of the activities since runtime activities are directly related to
executing services real-time and therefore more critical than design time activ-
ities. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1 service negotiation is supported by the
SeCSE methodology at both design time and runtime. The difference is that
at design time, service negotiation occurs between a system builder and a ser-
vice provider for component services that are selected for service composition;
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at runtime it occurs between a service provider and a service consumer for a
composite service that fulfills business requirements. This difference results in
different levels of business commitment. At design time, the failure of reaching
service level agreements or the failure of collaborating with a service provider
does not have huge business impact on the system builder; the system builder
can always decide to look for an alternative service. However, at runtime if the
composite service fails to execute or does not reach the quality it promises, the
system builder faces risks to loose its customer and even its business market.
Here, the business commitment is much higher than at design time. Being aware
of this difference, a project manager is able to decide which actions to take for
activities with various levels of criticality.

Summary. As auspicated, highlighting the service aspects in the SeCSE pro-
cess model allows those who have to exploit the methodology to have more
clear evidence of issues (cooperation between organizations, numerous stake-
holders, activities to be executed during the operaton phase) that are critical
from the managerial point of view. By observing the service aspects captured
in the model, we may conclude (and becomes more evident) that some differ-
ences between SOSE and TSE become obvious in the applied SeCSE context.
Firstly, the fact that each of the four identified stakeholders is responsible for
a common SOA role (centered on services) reflects the shifted focus from ap-
plications to service pools. Secondly, due to the fact that consumers of services
do not have the control of them, more interactions between stakeholders (cross-
organizational collaboration) occur, as shown by the many arrows crossing the
various swimlanes. Thirdly, around one third of activities are carried out at run-
/change time, which shows that resulting systems are dynamic and therefore
have the potential ability to adapt to ever-changing requirements.

4 Related Work

It has been gradually recognized that traditional software process models are no
longer sufficient to model the SOSE development process. To overcome the mis-
match between traditional process models and the SOSE development process,
a number of SOSE-specific process models have been proposed by both industry
and academia. However, as we already discussed in [7], these assume that the
development of service-oriented systems is entirely internal to an organization.
For instance, the model proposed by IBM in [6] describes four phases that are
implicitly assumed to be executed by IBM itself or any organization adopting
the IBM methodology. This results in the fact that the actual difference be-
tween SOSE and TSE methodologies remain unclear. As discussed in Section 2,
we argue instead that interactions across the organizational boundaries require
in SOSE particular attention, and should be made explicit.

While the approaches found in the literature are proposals of specific method-
ologies and lifecycles, our approach can be seen as a way to interpret and inves-
tigate different existing lifecycles. This has a value per se as it does not force
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people to adopt a specific approach for developing and managing service-oriented
systems, but it helps them to understand and make coherent all the methods
they use in their common practice. In a similar line of research, Blake in [5]
advocates the distinction between two key activities: service development and
service-centric system management. While the first activity follows a quite tra-
ditional iterative process, service-centric system management is seen as much
more dynamic of the traditional processes associated with the development and
the operation of other kinds of software. In particular, as in SeCSE, runtime
(sub)activities such as re-binding are identified. The importance of stakehold-
ers is stressed, and a number of them is identified and assigned to the various
activities of the lifecycle. We differentiate from this work as we highlight not
only stakeholders and their activities, but also the interaction between these
stakeholders and the artifacts they produce and exchange. As we have argued in
the previous sections, in fact, clarifying these aspects help all roles involved in
the lifecycle in better understanding the critical aspects of the lifecycle and
in properly drive it toward the achievement of the project goal.

Bell [14] proposes the structure of a SOSE process model, which consists of
timeline, events, seasons and disciplines. As we do, he uses timelines to indicate
a sequence of development activities. Design and run-/change time activities in
our approach correspond to seasons in Bells structure, while our development
activities can be regarded as disciplines in Bells structure. The approach is also
focusing on defining and classifying those events that have an impact on the
lifecycle. While a differentiation between runtime and design time activities is
presented, all runtime aspects are not described in detail. Also, the approach does
not seem to stress the aspects related to the interaction between the stakeholders
that we consider of paramount importance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we emphasize the importance of explicitly expressing in process
models service aspects that are peculiar to SOSE. We argue that having these
service aspects highlighted would provide better guidance on the SOSE develop-
ment process. We have applied our service aspects on a concrete SOSE method-
ology. The results show that these service aspects help understanding the SOSE
methodology when they are made explicit in an associated process model. More-
over, the use of the methodology and project management are also facilitated.

Further, these service aspects emphasize the SOSE support of a certain method-
ology. In this way, they help identifying if the methodology itself will deliver ‘real’
service-oriented systems. For instance, by analyzing these service aspects in the
SeCSE methodology, we can see that: it involves the standard SOA roles; it
covers the interaction among these roles; and it pays particular attention to run-
/change time activities. We therefore argue that the service-oriented systems it
delivers would potentially be dynamic, agile and have good alignment to business
requirements.
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